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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOP INLET AND REAR INLET URINAL

K-5777T-ER/K-5777T-ET

, 2014

Copyright Kohler China Ltd., 2014

Observe all local plumbing and building codes.

Carefully inspect the new urinal for damage.

Site preparation may require additional tools and

hardware.

Handle with care. Vitreous china can break

or chip if the product is handled carelessly.

CAUTION: Risk of personal injury or product

damage.

Please read these instructions carefully to familiarize

yourself with the required tools, materials, and installation

sequences. Follow the sections that pertain to your

particular installation. This will help you avoid costly

mistakes. In addition to proper installation, read all

operating and safety instructions.

All information in these instructions is based upon the

latest product information available at the time of

publication. Kohler China reserves the right to make

changes in product characteristics, packaging, or

availability at any time without notice.

These instructions contain important care, cleaning, and

warranty information -

.

please leave instructions for the

consumer

-

Open end/adjustable wrenches
Tape measure
Basin wrench
Pipe wrench
Square
Level
Pliers
Socket wrench with sockets
Screw driver
Seal tape
Connection wire
Wire cutter
Insulation tape
Bushing
Drill
Sealant

/

RECOMMENDED TOOLS AND MATERIALS (NOT SUPPLIED)RECOMMENDED TOOLS AND MATERIALS (NOT SUPPLIED) ( )

BEFORE YOU BEGINBEFORE YOU BEGIN
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ROUGHING-IN

Unit:mmReference Value
K-5777T-ER

Kohler reserves the right to change marked dimensions without prior notice.

Fig.1
1

K-5777T-ET
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NOTE:

For Retrofit Installations

For New Installations

If a pre-existing waste pipe will be used and will result
in an acceptable rim height (refer to the rough-in dimensions),
follow the retrofit installation instructions.

Turn the water supply line off, remove the existing urinal,
then cap off the water supply line inside the wall.

Install waste pipe as necessary to conform to the
roughing-in dimensions.
Install adequate support framing for the hangers as
needed.

�

�

�

Fig.2
2

PREPARE THE SITEPREPARE THE SITE

Drain Connection

Notice: To ensure an effective flush performance,

strongly recommended inner diameter of

water supply (including water meter, valve,

etc.) is no less than 25mm, and supplied

water pressure (sensor inlet dynamic

pressure) is 0.18MPa ~0.55MPa.

(

) 25mm (

) 0.18MPa ~0.55MPa

A. Install hangers, L shape block and waste pipe

connector

Drill holes according to template. Install hangers, L shape
block and waste pipe connector. (Gasket of waste pipe
connector shall be soaked into water for 2 seconds to
lubricate.)

A. L

L
( )

INSTALLATION

Wall Hangers

Wall

Fig.3
3

Wall Hangers

Wall

Wall

35

Pre-installed waste
pipe connector

Insert the connector into the waste
pipe in the wall along this direction.

Move the gasket to front
of the pipe before
connecting to the urinal.
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B. Install urinal B.

1. Test flushing. Use regulator(supplied)when water pressure
is too high. As shown, remove regulator (supplied)when
water pressure is too low. Connect service parts of top inlet
as shown.

2. Connect inlet pipe and fill valve.

3. Hang the urinal onto the hangers.

4. Pull the bottom of the urinal outwards to make space. Align

the big nut with the waste pipe and then tighten.

5. Push the urinal against wall and tighten it with screws.

6. Apply silicone sealant between urinal and wall.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Fig.5
5

Fig.6
6

Screw Hole

Big Nut

C. Adjust the hanger

1. As shown in the picture below, firmly press the hanger with
the bolt through the waist-shaped hole.

C.

1.

Fixing Hole

Waist-shaped Hole
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Fig.4
4

Back of Urinal

Regulator

Nozzle

Remove
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D.

1. Put the washer onto the drain and insert it into the hole.

2. Put the gasket and nut on the bottom.

Do not over screw the nut in this step, because it is to

be screwed tight in the next step after the pipe is

installed.

Install the drain and the plastic trap

NOTE:

D.

1.

2.

Fig.8
8

Fig.9
9

3. Connect the hose with the trap.

4. Screw the trap onto the drain and screw tight.

5. Screw tight the nut of the drain mentioned in step.

3.

4.

5. 2

6. Screw on the drain lid. 6.

Fig.10
10

Fig.7
7

2. As shown in the picture below, if the position of the urinal
needs to be adjusted, please take down the urinal and
knock the hanger slightly to adjust its position upwards and
downwards.

2.

Adjust Upwards and Downwards

3. After the position of the urinal is decided, completely fix the

hanger with the bolt through the fixing holes on the hanger.

3.
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IMPORTANTCONSUMER INFORMATION

CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITIES

If you live in a hard water area, make certain that the holes in
the toilet rim are kept clean to ensure proper flushing. Toilet
bowl cleaners should be used at least once a week. Use a
long-handled brush to clean the rim holes, and to clean as far
into the trap as possible to prevent mineral deposits from
forming.

Most toilet bowl cleaners are not harmful to the vitreous china
surface of the urinal. Please follow the bowl cleaner
manufacturer's instructions carefully.

Do not use abrasive cleaners or solvents.

Do
not use cleaners inside the wash basin. Products
containing chlorine (calcium hypochlorite) can seriously
damage fittings in the urinal. This damage can cause
leakage and property damage.

Kohler Company shall not be responsible or liable for any
damage to these urinal fittings caused by the use of cleaners
containing chlorine (calcium hypochlorite).

WARNING: Risk of property or product damage.

WARNING

WARNING: Risk of product damage.

Never spit phlegm and throw stub or
something else into the urinal.

Do not throw into the urinal what is easy to block it,
such as newspaper, paper pilch.
Do not bump the vitreous china with great force to
prevent it from damaging and leaking.
Do not use the product in the water below 0 C.

o

CAUTION: Please do not use hard materials (like
scouring pad) to clean product surface, especially the
product logo.

0 C
o

(Urinal & Sensor matching table)

(Urinal) (Sensor)

0.5L

1L

3L

K-8881T-VC01/VC03-AF/BN, K-8791T-YC01/C03-CP/SC

K-8881T-VC01/VC03-AF/BN, K-8988T-C01/C03-CP/SC

K-8881T-UC01/UC03-AF/BN, K-8791T-C01/C03-CP/SC, K-8431T-C01/C03-CP, K-8430T-CP,
K-8787T-B01/B03-CP/SC, K- 8872T-C01/C03-CP,K- 8828T-C01-CP

It is recommended to use sensors of KOHLER brand .
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